INTRODUCING SCOTT DEBOER'S CERTIFIED PEDIATRIC EMERGENCY NURSE REVIEW!

Want to challenge and PASS the CPEN Exam? Pediatric Emergency Nurse Expert Scott DeBoer's Certified Pediatric Emergency Nurse Review Book, Webinar, and Live Seminar can help! Welcome to your one stop shop for all things CPEN. Scroll to learn more.

I WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE CPEN...

BOOK  WEBINAR  LIVE SEMINAR
THE CPEN REVIEW BOOK!

CERTIFIED PEDIATRIC EMERGENCY NURSE REVIEW: PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Unlike most textbooks or certification review books... this entertaining and informative review book is written in the "way we really think and talk in the Emergency Department". It includes over 1000 questions, and 786 pages of easy to read and remember material. Written by the author of the first available CPEN review book, Scott DeBoer, RN, MSN, CPEN, CEN, CFRN.

The 3rd Edition of this innovative review book is designed to reflect the updated Emergency Nurses Association content outline for the Certified Pediatric Emergency Nurse (CPEN) examination. It will make the review of essential aspects of pediatric emergency nursing much simpler by offering multiple choice questions broken down into 11 chapters with easy to remember rationales. This engaging and informative review book offers a step-by-step approach to pediatric emergencies and is designed to review essential material for individuals preparing to take and pass the CPEN Exam.

BUY NOW!

GET YOUR CPEN REVIEW BOOK!

Start studying to be the best pediatric emergency nurse you can be with these options!

OWN A HARD COPY
Like to write notes in your book? The physical copy comes with blank answer sheets to take practice tests. Get your book from our store or through Amazon!

E-BOOK
Get Scott’s book on your Kindle, Nook, eReader, Phone, or Computer! The 3rd edition is now in E-book format and available at Barnes & Noble, Amazon, iBooks, Goodreads and more!

AUDIO BOOK
Read by the author Scott DeBoer with 24+ hours of content! Listen to the CPEN Review book instead. Available on iTunes and Audible on Amazon.
I couldn’t have loved the layout of this book any more! As a person that loves all things organized, I couldn’t have loved the layout of this book any more! Even the little touches with the tabs being easy to ready in the shape of crayons was too cute and made it easy when looking for the answers. The rationales were anything but boring. For a review book, this one was not only educational, but actually very funny at times. Thank you Mr. DeBoer for writing something people can actually use and will remember for every day practice!

Ashley Corbin, Amazon Reviewer

CPEN REVIEW WEBINARS

CHECK OUT OUR PACKAGE DEALS

EDUCATORS! Supply your nurses with the tools to improve their pediatric emergency skills!
Whether you have a staff of 2 or 30, we will help you set them up for success.
Each package includes a CPEN review book, comprehensive course handout, and full-course webinar access.
Perfect for educators who want to help their staff pass the CPEN exam.

This activity has been submitted to the Emergency Nurses Association for approval to award contact hours.
The Emergency Nurses Association is accredited as an approver of continuing nursing education by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission on Accreditation.

INDIVIDUAL CPEN PACK
Taking the CPEN Crash Course webinar yourself and want the book as well? Want to give it as a gift to a few nurses? Get the full CPEN package! $175

STARTER CPEN PACKAGE
5 CPEN Review books, comprehensive course handouts and full-course webinar access coded $699
($139 per extra participant)

PLATINUM CPEN PACKAGE
10 CPEN Review books, comprehensive course handouts and full-course webinar access coded $1,199
($119 per additional participant)

INSTITUTIONAL PRICING
More than 30+ people that need a CPEN Review? Let us know! We’ll give you a discount!

SEE ALL PACKAGES!
Webinars

CPEN Crash Course - Full Seminar
$99.00
Start Now!

Respiratory Emergencies
$20.00
Start Now!

Cardiovascular Emergencies
$20.00
Start Now!

Neuro & Psychiatric Emergencies
$20.00
Start Now!

Environmental Emergencies
$20.00
Start Now!

Abdominal & Endocrine Emergencies
$20.00
Start Now!

Ortho & Pain Management
$20.00
Start Now!

Prepare for the CPEN Exam on your own time!
Click the module you want to brush up on or get the full class which includes all 6 modules PLUS 2 bonus modules!
LIVE CPEN SEMINARS!

CPEN - CERTIFIED PEDIATRIC EMERGENCY NURSE REVIEW SEMINAR

This one-day, 8-hour, fast-paced "crash" review seminar is for emergency nurses who provide urgent and emergent nursing care to pediatric patients and their families that want to validate their skills and expertise by sitting for the CPEN exam.

Earning the CPEN credential demonstrates extensive knowledge and experience related to pediatric emergency nursing care.

This review program is designed to give the participant easy ways to remember important tips & tricks pertaining to pediatric emergency nursing. Any nurse that wants to be more fully prepared for the CPEN credentialing examination or just wants a solid peds emergency review should attend.

The instructor has entertaining and helpful videos, real life case studies, and a unique game show style test review session that is sure to leave attendees feeling more confident in their pediatric skills and better prepared to...

Challenge and Pass the CPEN Exam!

TIME: 8 Hours
TYPE: Seminar
PRESENTER: Scott DeBoer

SET UP THIS EVENT

This activity has been submitted to the Emergency Nurses Association for approval to award contact hours. The Emergency Nurses Association is accredited as an approver of continuing nursing education by the American Nurses Credentialing Center's Commission on Accreditation.

ENA/ANCC CE INFO

Find all things CPEN Review at: PediEd.com/CPEN
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